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One chapter in the Song is devoted to how to have great intimacy…two chapters to how to 
have conflict.

I. Overcome the Awkward Ask.
1. Wife—become a yes girl. If your husband asks, 

a. my first answer is “Yes!”
b. If I can’t say yes, my second answer is “Will you ask me again later?”
c. If I can’t say yes later that night, my third answer is, 

“Can I do something to please you even though I don’t feel up to sex tonight?”
d. If I can’t help my husband tonight, my fourth answer is, 

“Can I have a pass tonight, and I promise we’ll be together tomorrow?” 
(And keep that promise!)

e. After the fourth answer, you will bless your husband if you initiate the promised sex, 
surprise him with it early (e.g., before work), and/or really make it worth the wait.
2. Agree on acceptable ways  to satisfy the higher drive partner when the lower 

drive partner is not as ready.
3. Husband—Love your yes girl.

a. Thank God for a yes girl!
b. Don’t take advantage of her generosity by falling down on serving, courting and loving—

try to outdo her generosity.
c. Show her appreciation in ways she appreciates—make her glad to be a “yes” girl.

- Leading to the Bedroom, David Reid

                  Bad Good          Bad Good
YES GIRL: 0 1 2 3 4 5             GRATEFUL GUY:0 1 2 3 4 5

How to Fight for Your Marriage (Thanks to Tommy Nelson for this Message Outline)

               Bad Good
1. Do not _______________ to your mate. REACT: 0 1 2 3 4 5 
2. Rather, ______________ as God would have you to (with ______________) (v.4-5)

      RESPOND: 0 1 2 3 4 5
3. Let God change the other person.

a. With discipline (v. 7)
b. With conviction (v.8 – 6:3)   LET GOD CHANGE: 0 1 2 3 4 5

4. Talk with ______________ and ________________.   TALK: R & G: 0 1 2 3 4 5

5. __________________ like God forgave you. (6:4)        FORGIVE: 0 1 2 3 4 5

6. __________________________.         FORGET: 0 1 2 3 4 5

Jesus did this.  Jesus is in you.


